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Standard Sample Outputs

Data Sets mentioned herein are from internal projects and are stale datasets





Orthomosaic is made of two words ortho (meaning perpendicular) and Mosaic (Meaning small pieces joined together to form a big one). An orthophoto, or
orthomosaic is a high-resolution map of an area which can be used to measure actual distances between any two given points on the image. A normal
photograph, as taken from above is not uniform in terms of scale (It means that the ratio of the distance between two points on a photo to the actual
distance between the same two points on the ground is not equal). However, an orthomosaic is such that the scale of the image to the actual ground is
uniform, thus representing the Earth’s actual surface.

Orthomosaic 

How are people using Orthomosaic maps in the field?
❖ Agriculture

❖ Mining

❖ Construction

❖ Real estate

❖ Police and fire department

❖ Insurance

❖ Disaster management



DEM (Digital Elevation Model)

DEM Products
❖ Slope Angle

❖ Slope Aspect

❖ Slope convexity

❖ Slope length

❖ Hill Shading

❖ 3D Display

Elevation simply means height. In simplest terms, it can be referred to as Digital Height Model. Thus, a digital elevation model
(DEM) is a representation of terrain’s surface only in terms of its height. 





DTM (Digital Terrain Model)

DEM Application
❖ Cut- and-Fill Problems involved with road design

❖ Site Planning

❖ Volumetric calculation in building dams and reservoirs

❖ Hydrological run-off modelling

The digital terrain model (DTM) represents the bare ground surface without any objects like trees and buildings. DTM is generally 
used to generate contour map.



Point Clouds



Point Clouds

Point Clouds uses
❖ Point clouds have less information to be stored

❖ Point clouds are smaller and easier to render mesh representation

❖ Point Clouds are good for producing scene with complex geometry

Point cloud is a 3D representation of the real-world in the form of points. In other words, it is a collection of a large number of 
points, where each point has X,Y and Z location in a given coordinate system, and corresponding R,G, B colour value, such that all 
the points when combined according to their position in the coordinate system, it looks a digital copy of the real world.

Thus, point cloud enables us to find out height difference between two points, volume estimate of a specified region, elevation 
profile of a section, etc.



3D Mesh



3D Mesh

3D Mesh uses
❖ Point clouds have less information to be stored

❖ Point clouds are smaller and easier to render mesh representation

❖ Point Clouds are good for producing scene with complex geometry

A 3D mesh is the most accurate representation of the real-world in every from. Unlike the point cloud, which is a discrete set of
point, a 3D mesh is continuously similar to the real-world.

It also gives us the freedom of measuring in 3-dimention (3D) and hence enabling us to find out the height difference between
two points, volume estimation of a specified region, elevation profile of a section, etc. In simple words, 3D object representation
can be a polygon mesh, which consists of a collection of vertices and polygons that define the shape of an object in 3D.







Contour

Purposes of Contouring
Contour survey is carried out at the starting of any engineering project such as a road, a railway, a canal, a 

dam, a building etc.

❖ For preparing contour maps in order to select the most economical or suitable site.

❖ To locate the alignment of a canal so that it should follow a ridge line.

❖ To mark the alignment of roads and railways so the quantity of earthwork both in cutting and filling 
should be minimum.

❖ For getting information about the ground whether its flat, undulating or mountainous.

❖ To locate the physical features of the ground such as a pond depression, hill, steep or small slopes.

An Imaginary line on the ground surface joining the points of equal elevation is known as contour. In other words, Contour is a line
which the ground surface is intersected by a level surface obtained by joining points of equal elevation. This line on the map
represents a contour and is called contour line. Contours are generated from Digital Terrain Model at interval of 0.5 m. It is
superimposed along with CAD drawings and Orth mosaic in .dwg file.





CAD Drawings /Site Plan



Aerial Video



Aerial Video

Purposes of Video
.

❖ Identifying Right of Way

❖ For Route Survey Analysis

❖ To locate the alignment of a canal so that it should follow a ridge line.

❖ To mark the alignment of roads and railways so the quantity of earthwork both in cutting and filling should be minimum.

❖ For getting information about the ground whether its flat, undulating or mountainous.

❖ To locate the physical features of the ground such as a pond depression, hill, steep or small slopes.

Aerial Video provides a bird’s eye view of the section. Videos captured in several flights were combined to create a seamless video. 
Annotations of important structures/features are marked in the video.



Advanced Analytics using AL/ML



New Town Kolkata Development Authority

Construction materials identified 
During the aerial survey conducted, it was observed that out of the 34 total instances identified 14 (42%) instances were categorized to be instances with issues wherein the 
construction material was either completely or partially exposed on the road/public area as on 17/09/2019 for CD block and as on 18/09/2019 for BA block, New Town 

S.No Area Total 
Instances

Proper 
Instances

% Instances with 
issues

% Annexures

1. CD Block, New 
Town

19 12 63% 7 37% Refer to Annexure 
1.1

2. BA Block, New 
Town

15 8 53% 7 47% Refer to Annexure 
1.1

Total 34 20 14

Low Medium High

a

Note - We have classified instances with issues as instances where in construction material is partially/completely exposed on 
the road/public/common areas. 

The results are subject to change as the above assumptions are based on internal understanding and benchmarking and can be 
modified as per client categorisation/ risk rating. 



New Town Kolkata Development Authority

Status of construction 
The survey team compared the collected data set with the NKDA plan. The results are as follows as on 17/09/2019 for CD Block and as on 18/09/2019 for BA block. 

S.No Area Constructed 
Buildings 

Under 
Construction

Vacant 
Land

Total 
Plots 

Annexures

1. CD Block, New 
Town

51 8 70 129 (CD_block_orthophoto.jp
g;
CD_block_bl_ortho.jpg

2. BA Block, New 
Town

112 7 76 195 BA_block_orthophoto.jpg
;
BA_block_bl_ortho.jpg

Total 163 15 146 324

Low Medium High

a



Area Mapping and Comparison of Water Bodies

Engaging with West Bengal Fisheries Department and helping them find actionable 

insights with Drone Inspections.

Picture of 550 Acres Water Body 

in West Bengal, India



Green Cover Analysis and Tree Count for 
Pollution Control Board NOC
We are being engaged by numerous Industry 

and Real Estate Fraternity to help provide 

data of Green Cover, Tree Count and Birds 

Eye View for Issuance of NOC to Establish 

during State Level Impact Committee 

Presentation.

Green Cover upto 93% Accuracy is 

predicted and displayed in Real Time



FS UAS Inspection Services Wing

Engage in a Dialogue with us to help understand your specific 
problem statements and help create a simple framework of 

solving the same with UAVs.

Our team makes use of Open Source Software, Ready to Use 
UAVs and FAA 107 Compliant Drone Training to make your ready 

to react to change.

Key Projects include Bhopal Lake FTL Monitoring, WBPCB 
Pollution Identification in Siliguri, BMC and KMC Dengue 

Detection and more.
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We do not hold any data with us. All data is 
handed over to you on completion of an 
Aerial Inspection.

For further details please contact:

Federal Synergies India Private Limited
info@federalsynergies.com

Corporate Office
AMP Vaisaakkhi, Suite No 501, 5th Floor,
AG Block Plot 112 ,
Salt Lake City, Sector 2, Kolkata 700106
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